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Members of the British Pyrotechnists Association. Educators of the
BPA Firer’s and Senior Firer’s Courses.

Solihull Fireworks have been thrilling countless wedding
parties over the past 30 years with our amazing firework
displays at some of the most prestigious venues across
the UK.

With our extensive design knowledge, wealth of experience
and a vast range of breathtaking fireworks, it comes as no
surprise as to why we are so highly recommended time and
time again.

Professional pyrotechnic displays to make your wedding
unique, paying careful attention from your initial enquiry,
through to the final performance, we want to ensure that
your fireworks are imaginative, exciting and way beyond your
wildest dreams.

Our special wedding packages are carefully designed and
will allow for your photographer/videographer to capture the
stunning effects on film for you forever.

As "the happy couple" you may wish to press the first button
to start your fireworks. We guarantee that something
spectacular will light up the sky! 



Sweetheart                                                   £895
Fired from up to several points across the firing site and lasting
4 - 5 minutes with a mixture of rich colours and stunning effects.
Beautiful, breathtaking starburst finale.  

Romance                                                     £995
A fabulous display of fireworks incorporating your wedding
colours.  This package includes our gorgeous signature finale. 
A fast paced 5 - 6 minutes of thrilling fireworks entertainment
with a stunning finale.  Hearts in the Sky are a popular optional
extra to compliment this beautiful display. 

Love                                                         £1250
One of our most popular packages fired over 6 - 7 minutes.
kaleidoscope of rich, vibrant colours, elegant roman candle
formations and perfectly presented with a stunning array of
multi-shot fireworks throughout.  A spectacular shell burst finale
illuminating high into the night sky creating a gorgeous ending to
your show, which will leave you remembering forever!

Forever                                                       £1500
A hugely popular exhibition of fireworks representing excellent value
for money fired over 9 – 10 minutes.  Creatively designed and fired
with greater intensity to incorporate larger firework effects, exciting
sequences and a huge spectrum of wonderful colours.  Let us
inspire you and your guests with this amazing fireworks spectacular.

Eternity                                                       £2000
Experience a collection of our finest fireworks from around the world
lighting up the sky with our full complement of breath-taking effects
and design experience. Fired over 10 minutes.   A pulsating
showpiece that will impress and leave you all with some of the most
wonderful memories for years to come.  This display is fired rapidly
for maximum viewing pleasure. 

Platinum                                                     £3000
Let us amaze you with our Platinum package perfect for the
connoisseur that appreciates a sky full of pyrotechnic beauty!
Designed to incorporate our full repertoire of premier fireworks and
effects. A wonderful artistic extravaganza filling the sky with
pyrotechnics beauty for your very special day. Duration
10 - 11 minutes.

Diamond                                                 £5000+
A simply breathtaking show created from our finest fireworks range
and carefully tailored to incorporate all requests.  It will leave you
and your guests with everlasting memories of the happiest day of
your life.  Duration 10 – 12 minutes.

Lower Noise Displays
All our wedding display packages can be designed to be fired to a
lower noise specification if required. A gorgeous combination of
comets, soft breaking bombettes, fountains, set pieces and
spinners.  An exciting yet beautiful display suitable for venues where
firework noise could be a sensitive issue.
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Your firework display is as special to us as it is to you! We will work
closely with you to ensure your wedding day is truly memorable

Firework Display Extras

Finale Upgrade                                                                      £125
Our breathtaking sky filling starburst finale is already an unforgettable
experience but why not make it even bigger and more spectacular.  

Red Heart and Initials                                                            £150
Custom made to personalise your wedding fireworks.  A gorgeous glowing
red heart lit up with your initials either side.

Two Interlocking Love Hearts                                                £125
A very popular set piece addition for all our wedding packages. 
Two interlocking red hearts with a beautiful fountain surround. 

Hearts in the Night Sky                                                            £75
We will fill the sky with the gorgeous red heart shaped shells. 
A lovely personal touch to your display.       

For more exciting options from our Display Extras range please visit
www.solihullfireworks.co.uk
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